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15 A combination of low temperature atomic force microcopy and molecular dynamic simulations is used
16 to demonstrate that soft designer molecules realize a sidewinding motion when dragged over a gold surface.
17 Exploiting their longitudinal flexibility, pyrenylene chains are indeed able to lower diffusion energy
18 barriers via on-surface directional locking and molecular strain. The resulting ultralow friction reaches
19 values on the order of tens of pN reported so far only for rigid chains sliding on an incommensurate surface.
20 Therefore, we demonstrate how molecular flexibility can be harnessed to realize complex nanomotion
21 while retaining a superlubric character. This is in contrast with the paradigm guiding the design of most
22 superlubric nanocontacts (mismatched rigid contacting surfaces).
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24 Controlling friction is arguably one of the oldest quests
25 of our civilization [1,2]. From wetting the desert sands to
26 transport the building block of ancient Egyptian wonders
27 [3] down to micro-electro-mechanical devices [4], a better
28 understanding of this ubiquitous phenomena has closely
29 followed our technological advancement. Thus, the reali-
30 zation of a near frictionless sliding contact [5,6], known as
31 structural superlubricity, has attracted a widespread interest
32 [4,7–12]. Structural superlubricity emerges from a lattice
33 mismatch or misalignment between two sliders in direct
34 contact ultimately preventing them from interlocking—
35 thus reducing energy barriers related to lateral motion.
36 Hence, superlubric designs depend on the sliders’ rigidity
37 [4] to prevent the geometrical registry naturally favored
38 by the interaction between contacts—a stringent criteria
39 often leading to its demise [4]. Concomitantly, recent trends
40 in nanodevices depart from the use of rigid elements to
41 embrace bioinspired designs [13], where flexibility is
42 pivotal for the device function [13–16]. Here we explicitly
43 challenge the importance of rigidity in superlubricity by
44 recognizing ultralow friction in the sidewinding [17–19]
45 motion of a molecular system. We also show how flexolu-
46 bricity is achieved by means of complex on-surface
47 dynamics, which goes well beyond rectilinear nanomotion
48 and paves the way for improved energy dissipation
49 schemes in novel molecular architectures and future nano-
50 bionic devices.

51Purposely synthesized 2,7-dibromopyrene monomers
52(DBP) are evaporated onto a clean Au(111) crystal and
53subsequently polymerized via Ullmann coupling. The
54resulting flexible chains are imaged using a combined
55scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and atomic force
56microscope (AFM) operated at low temperature (4.8 K) and
57ultra-High-Vacuum (UHV) [20]. The chain manipulation is
58achieved thanks to a stable tip-molecule bound formed
59by pressing the AFM tip against one end of a chain [yellow
60dot in Fig. 1(g)] [7,32–34]. During the manipulation, the tip
61kept oscillating at an amplitude of 50 pm and eigenfre-
62quency f0 of the supporting qPlus tuning fork. The
63measured frequency shifts Δf directly relates to the
64gradient of the normal force acting on the tip, keff
65[32,35]. Although not trivially connected to friction forces,
66keff informs [4,7,9] about the dynamics (e.g., slip length,
67hysteresis,…) and it may be computed using all atom
68molecular dynamics (MD) [7,33,34]. Here, an atomic
69detailed understanding on the link between flexibility
70and superlubricity is provided by MD simulations of a
7110-unit pyrenylene chain (polymer of 10 DBP units)
72adsorbed along ½112̄" crystallographic direction of a
73Au(111) surface. The chain is then manipulated (first lifted,
74then sled along ½112̄") at a speed of 0.1 m=s whilst
75maintaining a 5 K temperature thanks to a Langevin
76thermostat [36]. Beyond the atomic details, MD also
77provided friction and normal forces, and the gradient of
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78 the latter directly relates to experiments data (i.e., keff ). MD
79 simulations were carried out using GROMACS-2018.2 [21],
80 a purposely derived quantum mechanical force field (QM-
81 FF) for the pyrelene chain [20], and GolP [22] FF for the
82 molecule-gold interaction.
83 Figure 1 shows a 10-unit pyrenylene chain initially
84 aligned along the ½112̄" direction of Au(111) prior to
85 manipulation. Conveniently, this spontaneous adsorption
86 alignment [33] allows manipulating the molecule without
87 crossing a Au(111) herringbone [7]. After its synthesis, the
88 molecule is lifted from the surface up to a well-defined
89 height Z and driven for 10 nm along the same ½112̄"
90 direction. Figures 1(a) and 1(d) show two representative
91 keff maps obtained by driving the chain head along a series
92 of lines parallel to ½112̄" at low and high tip-sample
93 separations (Z), respectively,—henceforth referred to as
94 strong (low-Z) and weak (high-Z) contact regimes (data at
95 other heights is provided in Figs. S1–S2 of Ref. [20]).

96The strong contact regime is characterized by a keff
97repetition distance of dSC ¼ 0.22 nm [Fig. 1(b)]. Prior
98works [7,32–34] allow us to associate keff increase or
99decrease with pinning or unpinning events of the molecule

100to the substrate. However, the measured slip distance
101(dSC ∼ 0.22 nm) is much smaller than any substrate’s
102periodicity (i.e., dAu−Au ¼ 0.28 nm Au-Au distance and
103d½112̄" ¼ 0.5 nm the lattice periodicity along ½112̄"). The
104results of all-atom MD simulations are in quantitative
105agreement with experiments [Fig. 1(c)]. Simulations con-
106firm that keff maxima or minima are associated with stick or
107slip events and the short sliding period, i.e., dSC < dAu−Au,
108provides a distinct signature of a nontrivial zigzag motion
109shown in the Supplemental Material, video S1 [20].
110When the pyrenylene head is pulled, the entire chain
111twists its longitudinal axis by 10°–13° with respect to the
112sliding direction [Fig. 1(h)]. At the same time, each
113pyrenylene zigzags forward on the surface by moving only
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F1:1 FIG. 1. Slithering dynamics of a deca-pyrenylene on Au(111). Experimental stiffness maps keffðx; yÞ (a),(d) representative trace (b),(e)
F1:2 and corresponding simulation results (c),(f) obtained during the sliding at different heights, i.e., in strong contact (a)–(c) and in a weak
F1:3 contact (d)–(f) regimes. (g) Initial configuration of the polymer before sliding, and schematic side view representation. (h) Representative
F1:4 configuration of the deca-pyrenylene during sliding. (i) Paracarbon atom trajectory of the second and fifth units for the strong contact
F1:5 regime (S-U2, S-U5 shown in green) and trajectories of the second, third, and eighth units for the weak contact regime (W-U2, W-U3,
F1:6 W-U8 shown in purple). Top (j) and side (k) views of intermediate sliding stages in the strong (left) and weak (right) contact regimes.
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114 along compact or superlubric directions [23] oriented at
115 &30° with the sliding direction—a process known as
116 directional locking [4,24,25]. This is apparent in its on-
117 surface trajectory [Figs. 1(i),1(j)], where one observes that
118 initially the monomer moves away from the sliding-axis
119 only to return in the subsequent slip event, but now one
120 crystallographic position ahead along the sliding direction
121 (i.e., d½112̄" ¼ 0.5 nm ≈ 2 × dMD

SC ). This intermediate off-
122 axis slide event, not only explains the small slip distance
123 dSC but it also proves the existence of a molecular
124 undulation—in agreement with prior theoretical predictions
125 on other chains [12]. Moreover, this sinusoidal motion is
126 not a rigid one, instead, it is a dynamic concerted motion
127 throughout the chain with a large phase shift between
128 neighboring units [see in Fig. 1(i) how the nth unit
129 oscillates in antiphase with the (nþ 3)-th]. In the following
130 we explain how this complex motion (that partially
131 resembles snake sidewinding motion [17–19]) allows the
132 chain to effectively mitigate static and sliding friction.
133 In the weak contact regime, the experimental keff map
134 [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)] changes substantially, with short stick-
135 slip events being replaced by long and less regular jumps.
136 The simulation results in Fig. 1(f), show a keff periodicity of
137 dWC ∼ 1 nm—similarly to experiments [arrow in Fig. 1(e)].
138 Moreover, each unit advances in a specific way, and
139 trajectories of consecutive units are not simply shifted as
140 in the case of strong contact [see Fig. 1(i)]. Therefore, a
141 small change of pyrenylene head height (of 0.15 nm from
142 the strong to weak contact regime) alter the dynamics of a
143 9 nm long chain all the way to its tail. This effect arises
144 from the torsion between consecutive units, that in the gas
145 phase favors a 40° angle (see Fig. S3 [20])—opposed to the
146 ≈0° angle of the adsorbed pyrenylene chain. In the strong-
147 contact regime the second unit lays flat and the U2–U3
148 torsion is nearly zero. By lifting the second unit 0.15 nm,
149 the U2–U3 angle is no longer zero and the torsion between
150 these units pushes the molecule away from the sliding axis
151 (Fig. S3 [20]). Thus, via a small height change one enables
152 or disables an internal coordinate of the molecule, which, in
153 turn, allows us to alter the dynamics of the chain as a whole
154 (Fig. S3 [20]). Interestingly, a comparable effect (so-called
155 “rolling”) is also found in snakes [18].
156 It is also instructing to investigate how molecular
157 flexibility, and consequent sideway-zigzag motion, play
158 out in a backward manipulation [Fig. 2(a)]. In Figs. 2(b)
159 and 2(c) we compare experimental and simulated variations
160 of keff when the pyrenylene chain is pulled forth and back
161 in the strong contact regime. In contrast to superlubric
162 graphene-nanoribbon (GNR) sliding over Au(111) [7], here
163 only a small hysteresis is observed, suggesting that the
164 sliding occurs even more smoothly than in rigid GNRs [7].
165 Moreover, a close inspection of the trajectory (see
166 Supplemental Material [20], movie 3) reveals that (i) in
167 spite of its high in-plane flexibility, the molecule slides
168 back with the tail moving ahead [Fig. 2(c)]; and (ii) the
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F2:1FIG. 2. Backward sliding and apparent flexible superlubricity.
F2:2(a) Representative snapshot of the backward motion of the
F2:3deca-pyrenylene. (b),(c) Forward (FWD) and backward (BWD)
F2:4keffðxÞ obtained in experiments and simulations, respectively.
F2:5(d) Unit 2 para-carbon atom trajectory of the deca-pyrenylene
F2:6FWD=BWD sliding. (e) FWD=BWD deca-pyrenylene sliding
F2:7force traces with the corresponding power dissipation. (f) Aver-
F2:8age friction per unit as a function of the poly-pyrenylene chain
F2:9length.
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169 wavy motion at the single pyrenylene level is preserved
170 regardless of the sliding direction, i.e., forward or back-
171 ward. Moreover, the motion of the first contact unit is
172 almost identical in both directions [Fig. 2(d)], consistently
173 with the small keff hysteresis.
174 From the lateral force in Fig. 2(e) we compute a static
175 friction of Fstat ¼ ∼40 pN, which is comparable to super-
176 lubic GNR (FGNR

stat ∼ 35 pN) sliding along a more packed or
177 lubric [23] direction. Therefore our results show that
178 ultralow friction is not exclusive to rigid sliders [7–9,11]
179 as it may also be realized in flexible ones. Moreover, the
180 slider rigidity has also guided most of today’s superlubric
181 designs [4,7,8,10,11], as it prevents establishing a geo-
182 metric registry with the surface lattice—thus canceling
183 friction forces. One hallmark feature of standard super-
184 lubric contacts is the asymptotically vanishing friction
185 per unit area of contact—a property verified in GNR
186 with lengths up to 25 nm [7]. In Fig. 2(f), we represent
187 the simulated average sliding friction as a function of the
188 number of pyrene units. As in superlubric GNRs, the
189 sliding friction is found to decrease with increasing chain
190 length. A similar conclusion holds for static friction
191 (Fig. S4 [20]), meaning that the energy required to unpin
192 a given chain atom is reduced by increasing pyrenylene
193 chain length. In a chain capable of improving its registry in
194 every slip event—ergo incompatible with conventional
195 structural-superlubricity [4,7,8,10,11]—such force cancel-
196 lation must stem from internal molecular forces.
197 In the following we thus focus on the incommensurability
198 between polycyclic-aromatic-hydrocarbon chains and
199 Au(111). It causes two major effects: (i) mechanical stress
200 due to surface-templated bending, and (ii) “asynchronous”
201 excitation or deexcitation of internal degrees of freedom
202 (DOF) while sliding. The first effect is revealed by the angle
203 between the first and second adsorbed units in the strong
204 contact regime [Fig. 3(a)]. This angle oscillates between two
205 nonequilibrium values (&0.75°), corresponding to initial and
206 intermediate bent states. Consequently, the chain is con-
207 stantly under strain except when it slips from one configu-
208 ration to another [highlighted by a purple dashed line in
209 Figs. 3(a)–3(c)]. The second effect is less local, as exem-
210 plified in Fig. 3(a) when comparing the bend angles of the
211 U2–U3 and U5–U6 junctions. Upon sliding, these angles
212 oscillate almost in antiphase thus canceling out much of the
213 lateral forces. However, two perfectly synchronized bending
214 events throughout the whole chain are never observed,
215 regardless the chain length (Fig. S5 [20]). Therefore, the
216 chain is constantly under strain while sliding with internal
217 DOF being continuously excited or deexcited. As a result,
218 the chain length can be virtually increased without propor-
219 tionally increasing the work required to bend all units (see
220 Supplemental Material [20], note 2 for details). In other
221 words, the incommensurability between pyrenylene and
222 Au(111), induces local bending with spatially incoherent
223 phase shifts among the pyrenylene units inasmuch as atomic

224positions of substrate and slider never match in structural
225superlubricity [4,7,8,10,11].
226The role of internal DOF is best seen when comparing
227friction forces of both flexible and rigid pyrenylene chains
228sled over Au(111) [Fig. 3(b)]. Three major differences
229are observed, namely, flexible sideway-zigzag motion:
230(i) decreases the slip length; (ii) substantially decreases
231the static-friction force; and (iii) has a higher average-
232friction force. Regarding the slip length, the rigid chain,
233lacking the ability to bend, can only slip a distance of
2342 × dSC along the driving direction. From here it follows
235the first important consequence of molecular flexibility, i.e.,
236to break down on-surface motion into smaller slip events
237with smaller energy barriers. The connection with the
238second observation is straightforward: smaller slip events
239require unpinning a smaller number of atoms, thus requir-
240ing lower forces to initiate the motion. Furthermore, the
241total strain stored in a flexible molecule emerging from the
242surface templated bending, cannot be recovered in the rigid
243case. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the bending strain decreases at
244the onset of slip events only, when the chain is partially

(a)

(b)

(c)

F3:1FIG. 3. Correlation between excitation of bending angles, slip
F3:2dynamics, and energy dissipation of a deca-pyrenylene sled over
F3:3Au(111). (a) Evolution of Δθ during sliding [U2 stands for unit 2
F3:4and 3, and U5 for unit 5 and 6—trajectories are shown in Fig. 1(i)].
F3:5In the inset, the bending angle (Δθ) between the second and third
F3:6unit is represented (purple or cyan represent a straight or bent
F3:7configuration during slip or stick). (b) Evolution of the friction
F3:8force (c) and work required to displace the chain during the sliding
F3:9dynamics.
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245 straightened. Thus, bending energy allows us, on the one
246 hand, to reduce the amount of work required to unpin
247 pyrenylene atoms, and, on the other, to recover part of the
248 slip kinetic energy as molecular strain after the slip (see
249 other energy components in Fig. S7 [20]). Nevertheless,
250 internal DOF excitation will result in vibrations that couple
251 to the substrate and increase energy dissipation, as shown in
252 Fig. 3(c). In the rigid case, after each slip event one recovers
253 a substantial amount of the energy spent to initiate the
254 motion—at odds with the flexible chain, where less than
255 10% is recovered. To sum up, the molecular flexibility
256 reduces diffusion energy barriers by introducing new local
257 minima and controlled release or storage of molecular
258 strain. Therefore, flexible chains might outperform rigid
259 ones in nanoscale displacements since their diffusion
260 energy barriers are substantially reduced.
261 In conclusion, we have shown how molecular flexibility
262 can be harnessed to realize complex nanoscale motion,
263 while retaining superior tribological performance. The
264 sideway-zigzag motion of the chains, the ability to change
265 their trajectory by an incremental chain-head lift, its
266 flexible-superlubric character, unveiled a rich phenomenol-
267 ogy showcasing a great potential in chemically tailoring
268 tribological properties of molecules composing the increas-
269 ing number of nanomechanical systems [13,15,16]. Most
270 importantly, our results demonstrate how superlubricity can
271 be realized in flexible contacts—contrary to the pervasive
272 paradigm reliant on mismatched rigid contacting surfaces.
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